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Purpose
• The Money Bills Amendment Procedure and Related
Matters Act enables Parliamentary Committees to make
amendments to Money Bills
• The PBO supports Parliament in amending money bills by
providing advice, analysis and research
• This presentation aims to analyse the revised fiscal
framework and to identify challenges within the revised
medium-term expenditure framework
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Macroeconomic outlook
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Growth continues to disappoint…
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Fiscal framework
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The fiscal framework: budget balance
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Composition of spending
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The public sector wage bill
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Revenue outlook
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Revenue outlook
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Revenue considerations
• Revenue estimates are not policy adjusted
• Additional priorities may need to be funded
• Davis Tax Committee presents some options:
• VAT
• Wealth tax
• Mining and royalties
• Tax expenditure
• Challenges:
• Effect on growth and distribution
• Earmarked taxes
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Debt outlook
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Debt to GDP ratio: IMF and National Treasury forecasts
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Debt sustainability
• “The central fiscal objective over the medium term is to stabilise the
growth of debt as a share of GDP”
• Basic question of debt sustainability: will government be able to pay
interest on debt, and repay lenders, when required to do so without
drastic measures?
• Is there a ‘sustainability threshold’, and what types of public debt are
relevant?
• Debt levels below those expected in 2014 MTBPS but current debtto-GDP ratio also benefitted from the 2014 change in (‘rebasing of’)
the GDP estimate
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Estimated effect of GDP rebasing on debt-to-GDP ratio
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Sustainable debt level for SA
• Debt ceiling/threshold versus debt benchmark/target
• The idea being to stay below the ‘ceiling’ by keeping close to
the benchmark: creates a buffer for any negative shocks
• Minister suggested 50% debt-to-GDP may be a threshold
• For what measure of debt?
• Recent IMF working paper suggests a 60% ceiling and 40%
benchmark for gross debt
• Based on 2013/14 figures, would require permanent 1.2%
increase in revenue/GDP or 1.4 percentage point decrease
in planned expenditure growth
• Either measure is expected to have a negative effect on
economic growth.
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New fiscal rule (-of-thumb)
• National Treasury has proposed adopting a guideline under which
expenditure growth in outer MTEF year equals the expected real
growth in long-term GDP
• Merits:
• More transparent
• Keeps government expenditure stable relative to size of the
economy
• Countercyclical
• Flexibility
• Notable challenges:
• Significant differences/variance in estimates of ‘potential output’
• Unclear how such differences will be, consistently, reconciled
• Danger of ‘locking-in’ countercyclical policy even when ineffective
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Expenditure outlook
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Alignment of policy with budget
Comparing MTEF growth trends

Policy priorities

Average annual growth 2015/16 –
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Average annual growth 2014/15 –
2017/18 Main Budget
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Responding to expenditure challenges: MTEF
Spending challenges

Comparing MTEF growth trends
Average annual growth MTBPS 2015/16 – 2018/19
Average annual growth Budget 2014/16 – 2017/18

• Public sector wage
agreements
• Weakness in budget
management
• Employment trends
• Cost of post-school
education
• Efficiency and
effectiveness
• Capital planning and
expenditure
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Responding to expenditure challenges:
Adjusted appropriations
• Compensation of employees:
•

Shifts were made from vacant positions to cover for, amongst
others, salary level notch increments related to performance
evaluation and for the upgrading of salary levels from level 9 to
10 and 11 to 12
• Transfers to Departmental agencies and accounts:
• Increase in transfers to University of Witwatersrand for the
medical student expansion programme
• Declared unspent funds:
• Unspent conditional grants due to historical spending
performance (Health and Agriculture)
• Unspent compensation of employees due to historical spending
performance on this item (Higher Education and Training)
• Due to vacancies
• Due to cost containment mainly in Travel and subsistence
(Science and Technology)
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Realigning baselines for realistic
estimates
• Realignment of the baseline should seek to achieve better
correspondence between:
• Programmes and targets with the situation
• Resources and policy objectives and outcomes
• Emerging cost pressures
• Historic and current spending trends
• Historic and current performance
• Analysts and oversight bodies must provide guidance and
monitor the implementation of frameworks and guidelines for
efficiency and effectiveness
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Provincial spending
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National Development Plan
and MTSF
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Alignment of NDP with the MTSF
• To determine the alignment of the NDP with the 2014 – 2019
MTSF, the actions and targets of the sub-outcomes presented in
the MTSF action plans were manually matched with the actions
and targets in the NDP
• This comparison showed alignment in most of the actions and
targets recommended by the NDP. There are, however, areas
that still need to be strengthened with all the outcomes but
mostly with outcome 5
• Progress was assessed by comparing the number of targets
achieved in the Programme of Action (POA) report with the total
number of targets set per sub-outcome
• In some cases a margin for variance from the targets has been
allowed for the achievement of the target
• In cases where outputs were not aligned to target, it was
considered as not achieved.
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Progress on the MTSF
Outcomes

Number of
indicators &
targets

Number of
%
targets achieved Achieved
by 2014/2015

Outcome 1: Quality Basic 61
Education

22

36%

Outcome 2: A long and
healthy life for all South
Africans

58

26

45%

Outcome 5: A skilled and 50
capable workforce to
support an inclusive
growth path

26

52%
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In summary
• Global economic environment
• Revenue collection linked to economic growth
• The appropriate debt: GDP level to target and how this will be
achieved?
• Aligning expenditure growth to long term economic growth
• Realistic cost estimates based on evidence
• Alignment of the MTSF with the NDP
• Progress on the MTSF
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Thank you
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Funding of Higher Education
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Additional analysis:
Higher education funding
• Current concerns regarding higher education funding from
government relate to three main issues:
• Affordability of university fees
• Funding, and funding model, of the National Student Financial Aid
Scheme (NSFAS)
• Overall level of funding for the higher education system

• Given these, the question has been raised as to whether
additional funding could be obtained; this is outside the scope of
the current presentation.
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Fees
• It has been stated that a fee freeze (0% reduction) could equate to
between R2.6billion and R3billion foregone revenue for
universities
• PBO has been informed that a detailed bottom-up estimate is still
being compiled and expect that this data will be provided for
further analysis
• Important considerations
• Various options for allocating cost of shortfall in planned
revenue: government transfer, cost cutting within institutions,
etc
• It is important to consider the composition of the cost of
attending university (student fees, residence fees and other
costs)
• Issue of sector-specific inflation
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Higher education inflation
• Determining what is an appropriate increase in university fees
requires some consideration of how university costs are increasing
• This is not a question unique to the higher education sector
and raises an important issue for all government appropriations
• Comparisons to consumer price inflation (CPI) do not appear to
reflect sector-specific costs: this is shown in work done by
HESA [see subsequent slides]
• However, some costs (e.g. staff salary increases) are partly the
function of university decisions: they are not exogenous
• Compensation of employees is approximately 55% of the
operational costs of universities
• May raise challenges relating to institutional autonomy if
government is expected to provide funding based only on
cost increases, when these are partly subject to university
decisions
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HESA study (2014)
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Implications of fee freeze
• PBO is waiting to be provided with the basis for a provisional
estimate by DHET of the revenue foregone due to a fee freeze
• That estimate is based on:
• Figures for planned fee increases by institution and category
(study fees and residence fees): range from 8% to 15%
• Fee revenue prior to increases and as a proportion of total
operating costs
• Residence fees prior to the proposed increases
• In 2015 estimated total cost of study varied across (residential)
institutions from R48,331 to R113,602 per year
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NSFAS funding
• Four important issues in relation to NSFAS are:
• The number of students satisfying the means test who are
unable to access funding
• The gap between NSFAS disbursements and actual, full cost of
study
• Students who do not satisfy means test but cannot afford full
costs of study (‘missing middle’)
• Efficacy of process for collecting loan repayments
• Here we focus on costings done by DHET of four different
scenarios for NSFAS university funding
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DHET Costing of NSFAS Scenario shortfalls
Scenario

Qualifying Recipients

2015/16

2016/17

Additional funding required
(R million)
2017/18

2015/16

2016/17

2017/18

1

Maintain means threshold
and real grant value

128 530

130 843

133 198

314

624

997

2

Maintain threshold, cover full
cost of study

128 530

130 843

133 198

4 179

4 944

5 826

3

Increase threshold, maintain
real grant value

204 845

208 532

212 286

2 944

3 383

3 882

4

Increase threshold and cover
full cost of study

204 845

208 532

212 286

6 864

8 203

9 637

Note: the PBO has not independently verified these cost estimates due to the time available and
these should therefore be seen as preliminary, subject to further analysis.
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Ministerial Commission
• Conclusions and Recommendations (on funding)
• Fees:
• Should be retained as component of funding mechanism
• “‘Capping of fees’ should not be implemented” because of
possible negative effect on quality and cross-subsidisation
• NSFAS:
• “needs to be a continuation of the steep increases in NSFAS
funding” and improvement in repayment
• Endorsed 11 recommendations of NSFAS Review Committee
(2010)
• Overall higher education funding:
• “Government should increase spending levels on higher
education”
• DHET should monitor actual costs to inform bids to Treasury for
funds
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Funding trends and adequacy
• There is widespread concern that the higher education system as
a whole is underfunded, based in particular on the following
concerns:
• Total government funding has not kept pace with enrolments
• Funding increases have not reflected faster increases in higher
education costs relative to inflation
• South Africa’s spending on higher education relative to GDP
• A detailed analysis of all three factors would require more
time

• As a general principle, comparing expenditure to GDP
ratios across countries is a fairly crude basis for assessing
expenditure adequacy
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